
CRANBERRY COOPERATIVE

In this day and age of corporate farming, the members of the WI Cranberry Coop take great pride in producing the finest
quality cranberries in North America.

Finally, the truck will wait for 7. Bagging process rate:  This is a reduction of 5 hours over 21 hours. NCC is
currently paying extra 75 cent premium on about , bbls, however half of this amount is really graded as no.
Mainly the usage of the storage bins are to hold the berries between receiving, de-stoning and de-chaffing.
Assuming every batch of trucks arrive simultaneously, the last truck would arrive at 7pm and wait 3. We took
into consideration the number of machines and capacity of bins to come up with a solution for this problem.
This helps reducing overtime payments to workers. With the increased capacity of adding two new dryers,
figure 3 below shows the inventory buildup diagram for the second proposed solution: Inventory Buildup
Diagram for Solution 2 Inventory Level bbls 0 Time Hours Figure 3: Inventory Buildup Diagram for Solution
2 Both of these solutions are feasible and completely eliminate the waiting time for trucks. The Wisconsin
Cranberry Cooperative is focused on providing our customers with the highest level of service available in the
industry today. In appendix A, a process flow chart is included to describe the process both dry and wet berries
go from receiving to shipping. Sivaraman, M. As indicated from the schedule, the trucks is starting to wait
since 10am, after 3 hours from RP1 receiving unit start operating. In this case, the two constraints that were to
be adjusted were the number of drying machines, and the capacity or number of bins. The above diagram
limits the level at 3, bbls since that is the capacity of the factory to hold berries. Then, the total number of
current water berries holding bins are 11 bins. Trucks are still having to wait to unload fruit at the receiving
plant. We assumed the costs or running the factory during regular hours was the same, so overtime costs had
to be calculated to make a fair comparison. Using these assumptions, calculations were made for the capacity
of the bins and each process. Appendix Although the berries in the truck are sampled for weighing and color
coding we shall take the Kiwanee dumpers as the main equipment to calculate capacity at receiving. Add
holding bins Let us calculate impact of converting holding bins from holding just dry berries to dry as well as
wet berries. L team members: Jia Hao, Abhishek Karmakar, Zhichao Peng, Devang Shah, Jun Xie The
inventory buildup diagram for the current state is shown below: Inventory Buildup Diagram for the Current
State Inventory Level bbls 0 Time Hours Figure 1: Inventory Buildup Diagram for the Current State From
figure 1, it is clear that there is a long waiting time for the trucks from around 11am to 11pm. The processes of
the RP1 can be summarized as follows: 1- Receiving and testing. The average weighed, weight of barriers -
No. Add a light meter system for color grading In , NCC lost 1. The holding bins capacity can handle 3, bbls.
An average of 18, bbls of berries received on the peak day. The shift duration for the workers is eight hour.
Chhatre, J. Our products are EU certified for Export. On the peak day, working hours were capped at 12 hours.
Currently the total number of the holding bins is 27, classified as follows: - 3 holding bins from 24 to 27 are
used for water harvested berries. To be able to make a fair comparison of both these solutions, the wage costs
had to be considered as well. RP1 is currently starting the processing operation starting from am.


